The worldwide timeshare industry is formidable in size, diverse in makeup and optimistic about its future.

- ~$1,300,000 JOBS
- ~$146 Billion ECONOMIC OUTPUT
- ~$17 Billion in taxes

Massive Reach:
- $20 Billion in sales in 2015
- 11.5% increase over 2014
- Nearly 5,400 shared vacation ownership resorts including more than 527,000 units

Diverse Offering:
- Properties in 121 COUNTRIES
- From resorts located by beach, lake, mountain, and urban destinations to product choices such as fixed week, points, and biennials - today’s timeshare product is FLEXIBLE AND DIVERSE.

A SOLID FOUNDATION:
- $18,626 Average worldwide shared vacation ownership sales price per interval in 2015, a .5% COMPOUND ANNUAL WORLDWIDE GROWTH RATE from 2013.

Global Shared Vacation Ownership Occupancy:
- 76% 2014
- 79% 2015

Forging Ahead:
- 91 PROPERTIES WILL BE ADDED IN 2017
- These 91 new properties will add nearly 7,300 TOTAL UNITS to the global shared vacation ownership industry.